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PPT Rubric

Learning Target
Minimally 

Proficient

Partially 

Proficient
Proficient Highly Proficient

11-12.W.7.C

Synthesize multiple sources 

on the subject, 

demonstrating 

understanding of the 

subject under investigation

Used only a single source 

on the subject to support a 

minimal understanding of 

the topic.

Used  multiple sources on 

the subject to support a 

partial understanding of the 

topic.

Synthesized information 

from multiple sources on the 

subject to support an 

understanding of the topic.

Synthesized information 

from multiple sources on the 

subject, demonstrating a 

high level of depth and 

understanding of the topic.

11-12.W.8.A 

Gather relevant information 

from multiple authoritative print 

and digital sources, using 

advanced searches effectively.

Gathered irrelevant 

information from print and/or 

digital sources;

Information lacked authority or 

did not come from multiple 

sources.

Gathered some relevant 

information from multiple print 

and/or digital sources.

Gathered relevant information 

from multiple authoritative print 

and/or digital sources using 

advanced search effectively.

Gathered highly relevant 

information from multiple 

authoritative print and/or digital 

sources using advanced 

search effectively.

11-12.W.8.C 

Integrate information into the text 

selectively to maintain the flow of 

ideas, avoiding plagiarism and 

overreliance on any one source 

and following a standard format 

for citation.

Lacks integration of information 

into the text to maintain the flow 

of ideas; attempted to avoid 

plagiarism, or overreliance on 

any one source.

Inconsistent use of a standard 

format for citation.

Attempted to integrate 

information into the text to 

maintain the flow of ideas; 

attempted to avoid plagiarism, or 

overreliance on any one source.

Attempted to follow a standard 

format for citation.

Integrated information into the 

text selectively to maintain flow of 

ideas, avoiding plagiarism and 

overreliance on any one source. 

Followed appropriate standard 

format for citation.

Expertly integrated information 

and text selectively to maintain 

flow of ideas, avoiding plagiarism 

and over reliance on any one 

source. Followed appropriate 

standard format for citation. 

Where Mrs. Shaw can assist….



Before we go on to explore the databases…

• Know about Boolean Logic     
• Brainstorm search words & terms (list them)
• Understand plagiarism and how NOT to plagiarize
• Cite your sources first, not last (Do your Works Cited page right 

away)!
• Use a Citation Tool (Bibliography.com or citationmachine.net)
• For extra help:  

https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/research_and_citation/resources.
html

What is Boolean Logic?

Brainstorm.....docx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uk1pq8sb-eo
Works Cited - Cohoon.docx
https://www.citationmachine.net/
https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/research_and_citation/resources.html
https://connect.ebsco.com/s/article/Searching-with-Boolean-Operators?language=en_US


How to Utilize Databases as a DCPS Student…

• Go to:  https://dcps.k12.md.us/especially-for/students

• Find:  Digital Resources

• Scroll through list, and explore the following:

• World Book Online: Username - dorchester Password - worldbook

• Gale Databases: No Username required; Password - dcps

• ProQuest:  Username - dcps; Password – learn

*Handout or take a photo of the usernames & passwords.

https://dcps.k12.md.us/especially-for/students


World Book                (username-Dorchester       password-worldbook



World Book Online (continued)…



Gale Databases                (no username       password-dcps)



ProQuest           (username- dcps password-learn)        



Questions?


